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Abstract 

AIM: To determine the value of the combination of thin-section 3                                               
                                          acute brainstem infarction.  

METHODS: A cross-sectional study conducted from the 1st of April 2017 to the end of February 2018 on 100 

consecutive patients (66% were male,                                                                 
     brainstem. The abnormal MRI findings concerning the ischemic lesions were interpreted on standard axial 5 
mm and thin-section coronal 3mm DWI. 

RESULTS: The mean age of the studied group was 69.2 ± 4.3 for male and 72.3 ± 2.5 years. The standard axial 
DWI can diagnose 20%, 6.7% and 6.7% of the infarctions in midbrain, pons and medulla oblongata respectively, 
while both axial and thin coronal sections together can diagnose 80% of midbrain infarctions, 93.3% of pons 
infarctions and 93.3% of medulla oblongata infarctions. Furthermore, the thin section coronal 3 mm section can 
diagnose very smaller ischemic lesion volume in comparison to the standard axial 5mm section (3.4 ± 0.45 / cm

3
 

versus 4.6 ± 0.23 / cm
3
, P < 0.001) 

CONCLUSION: The addition of thin-section coronal DWI can facilitate the detection of brainstem ischemic 
lesions. We suggest its inclusion in the stroke MRI protocol. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Introduction 

 

The detection of acute brainstem ischemic 
infarction remains a challenge to both neurologist and 
radiologist in spite of the revolution of the imaging 
techniques. This type of infarction forms just about 
10% of all acute ischemic strokes [1].

 
Pons is the most 

frequent site, followed by the medulla oblongata, and 
the midbrain [2].

 
Cranial nerve palsies, sensory loss, 

motor hemiparesis, vertigo, ataxia, and other specific 
brainstem syndromes represent the variable clinical 
presentation of this sort of infarction [1].

 
Vertebral 

arteries, basilar artery, anterior spinal artery, anterior 
inferior cerebellar arteries, posterior inferior cerebellar 

arteries, posterior cerebral arteries, and superior 
cerebellar arteries compromise the chief arterial 
supply of the brainstem [3].

 
Most frequent causes of 

brainstem infarction include large vessel disease of 
the vertebral arteries or basilar artery, small vessel 
disease of small perforating arteries, and cardiac 
thromboembolism [1].

 
For early diagnosis of brain 

small ischemic lesions, Diffusion-weighted imaging 
(DWI) regarded the highly sensitive method [4].

 

Accordingly, DWI becomes a good method to 
recognise and achieve the detection of acute 

brainstem infarction [5].
 
However, false‐negative DWI 

is higher in the infratentorial due to the limited spatial 
resolution with standard axial 5 mm DWI [6], [7]. 
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In this study, we attempted to assess the 
added benefit of combined standard axial and 
additional thin-section 3mm coronal DWI for the 
discovery of brainstem infarction. 

 

 

Patients and Methods 

 

Study design and setting  

All patients with isolated acute ischemic 
infarction in the brainstem diagnosed by MRI in our 
hospital from the 1

st
 of April 2016 to the end of 

February 2018 were included in this prospective 
cross-sectional study.  

 

MRI protocols 

Magnetic resonance imaging was performed 
on 3-Tesla MR system (Achieva, Phillips, Holland). 
Diffusion-weighted imaging using axial standard 5mm 
section and thin coronal section 3 mm, in addition to 
T1, T2, FLAIR and ADC sequences were performed 
on each patient. Table 1 exhibited the parameters of 
applied DWI sequences.  

Table 1: Weighting imaging applied at the department of MR 
scanner 

3-T Philips 
Achieva 

Parameters DWI sequence 

230 x 230 FOV Axial  
152 x 121 Matrix  

5 mm ST  
24 Number of slices  

3937 TR  
114 TE  

0, 1,000 b Value  
230 x 230 FOV Coronal 
152 x 152 Matrix  

3 mm ST  

26 Number of slices  
4043 TR  

109 TE  
0, 1,000 b Value  

FOV: Field of view (mm x mm); ST: Slice thickness (mm); TR: repetition time (ms); TE: 
echo time(ms); b values (s/mm

2
). 

 

Images interpretation  

The abnormal hyperintense signals in the 
brainstem were analysed on standard axial and thin-
section coronal DWI. According to their site, the 
detected lesions were classified into (1) midbrain 
lesions; (2) pons lesions; and (3) medulla oblongata 
lesions. The discovery of ischemic lesions in standard 
axial and thin-section coronal DWI was independently 
assessed by two efficient specialized radiologists with 
more than 10 years' experience in brain imaging who 
were blinded to the clinical data and recognized as (1) 
better depiction on axial DWI; (2) better depiction on 
combined axial and thin section coronal DWI. 
Equivocal cases were reassessed by both readers 
and discussed until a unique decision was achieved. 
The size of the ischemic lesion was calculated on DWI 
by manually drawn ROI. The volume (cm

3
) of each 

detected lesion was calculated by summation of the 
lesion areas (cm

2
) on each section and multiplied by 

the slice thickness and inter-slice gap. This was 
achieved by the use of Radiant Dicom Viewer.  

 

Ethical concern 

Approval by the local institutional review 
board was obtained before the study commencement. 
The purpose and procedures explained to all 
participants and were given the right to participate or 
not; verbal consent was taken with the reassurance 
that interprets gained will be kept confidentially and 
not be used for another research object.  

 

Statistical analysis 

All patients' data entered using computerised 
statistical software; Statistical Package for Social 
Sciences (SPSS) version 21 was used. Descriptive 
                        (     ±            v        
and frequencies as percentages. Kolmogorov Smirnov 
analysis verified the normality of the data set. Multiple 
contingency tables conducted and appropriate 
statistical tests performed, Chi-square test used for 
categorical variables. In all statistical analysis, level of 
significance (P-value         ≤ .05, and the result 
presented as tables.  

 

 

Results 

 

One hundred patients with isolated brainstem 
ischemia were enrolled in the current study. Males 
constitute 66% of the study sample, while females 
constitute 34% with a male to female ratio 1.9:1. The 
mean age of the studied group was 69.2 ± 4.3 for 
males and 72.3 ± 2.5 years for females. The main age 
group studied was 60-69 y     ( 0        ≥ 70 y     
(30%), then 50-59 years (16%) and the last group was 
40-49 years (14%).  

Table 2: Distribution of brainstem infarction site according to 
the section of DWI sequence 

 
Midbrain Pons 

Medulla 
oblongata 

 
 

No. (%) No. (%) No. (%) P 

Axial standard DWI section 2 (20.0) 4 (6.7) 2 (6.7)  
0.840 Both thin section coronal and standard 

axial section DWI  
8 (80.0) 56 (93.3) 28 (93.3) 

Total 10 (100) 60 (100) 30 (100)  

 

We identified 60 (60%) of the brainstem 
ischemia were located in the pons, 30 (30%) of the 
ischemia in the medulla oblongata and 10 (10%) in 
the midbrain.  

Regarding the gender, it was found about 6 
(60%) of the midbrain infarction were in male, and 4 
(40%) were in female, same per cent were found for 
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pons 60% for male and 40% for female, while 80% of 
the infarctions located in medulla oblongata were in 
males and the rest 20% were in females. 

 

Figure 1: Acute midline midbrain infarction in a patient aged 60 
years suffer from ataxia and vision problems; A) Standard axial-
section 5 mm DWI; B) Thin-section coronal 3 mm DWI. The lesion 
is more delineated in the latter sequence image 

 

Our results show that 92.0% of the lesions 
were easily seen by both axial section and thin 
coronal section sequence of DWI, and only 8% can be 
seen easily by axial section DWI.  

 

Figure 2: Acute left pons infarction in a patient aged 70 years 
suffered from dysphasia; A) Standard axial-section 5 mm DWI; B) 
Thin-section coronal 3 mm DWI. The lesion is more delineated in 
the latter sequence image 

 

The standard axial DWI can diagnose 20%, 
6.7% and 6.7% of the infarctions in midbrain, pons 
and medulla oblongata respectively, while both axial 
and thin coronal sections together can diagnose 80% 
of midbrain infarctions, 93.3% of pons infarctions and 
93.3% of medulla oblongata infarctions (Table 2) 
(Figures 1, 2, and 3).  

 

Figure 3: Acute ischemic infarction in the left medulla oblongata in a 
patient aged 62 years suffered from hemiplegia; A) On standard 
axial 5 mm DWI, the ischemic lesion is not visible; B) On thin-
section coronal 3 mm DWI, the ischemic lesion is delineated 

There was a non-significant association (P = 
0.840) between the sequence of DWI and the site of 
the brainstem infarction where pons and medulla 
oblongata infarctions were seen better by combining 
of axial and thin coronal section of DWI sequence. 

Highly significant association were found 
between the sequence of DWI and detection of the 
ischemic lesion were thin coronal section can 
diagnose very smaller ischemic lesion volume in 
comparison to the standard axial 5mm section (3.4 ± 
0.45 / cm

3
 versus 4.6 ± 0.23 / cm

3
, P < 0.001) (Table 

3). 

Table 3: Correlation and evaluation of ischemic lesion volume 
to the section of the DWI sequence 

 Mean ischemic lesion volume / cm
3 

P 

Standard axial section DWI 4.6 ± 0.23  
< 0.001 Thin section coronal DWI 3.4 ± 0.45 

 

 

 

Discussion 

 

Brainstem infarctions are usually small in size, 
round or oval, and demarcated from the adjacent 
tissue. Also, the tissue mainly consists of white matter 
and devoid of cerebrospinal fluid space. The 
heterogeneity of the tissue and the presence of CSF 
space in the tissue can affect the MRI indices [8].

 
Tiny 

ischemic lesion in the brainstem may cause important 
clinical symptoms due to its relatively small size and 
hardly arranged tissue composition. However, the 
diagnosis of brainstem infarction is incomplete if 
depend only on clinical bases [9].

 
Wardlaw et al., [4]

 

mentioned that the gold standard for detection of 
acute ischemic stroke is the diffusion-weighted 
imaging. But DWI may fail to find the pathology of the 
very tiny brainstem ischemic lesion particularly located 
in the posterior fossa [6], [10], [11]. Besides, some 
studies establish high false-negative results 
particularly within the first 24 h [6], [12], [13].

 
To 

overcome these limitations, additional thin-section 
coronal DWI of the infratentorial has been proposed 
[14], [15]. 

The current study was showing regarding the 
gender that male was more than female represented 
about 2 / 3 of cases. Moreover, the mean age of the 
male was 69.2 ± 4.3 years, and the female were 72.3 
± 2.5. This is in agreement with Irimie CA et al., [15] 
which demonstrate the gender distribution of ischemic 
stroke risk factors in psychiatry and neurology hospital 
who mentioned similar findings. 

In a study done by Felfeli P et al.,
 
[16]

 
in 2017, 

only 2% of cases of acute brainstem infarction were 
detected by thin-section coronal DWI. Our study 
showed that (92.0%) of patients were easily seen by 
both sequence (standard axial and added thin coronal 
section) of DWI, and only (8%) can be easily seen by 
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axial DWI section. Although the detection rate still 
better by combining standard axial section and thin 
coronal section DWI sequences but from the 
volumetric statistical point of view lesions are seen 
more obvious by thin coronal section in which (mean 
ischemic lesion volume/cm

3
) were 3.4 ± 0.45 

compared to that measurement by standard axial 
section 4.6 ± 0.23 with P value of < 0.001 which is 
statistically significant. 

Misdiagnosis of small brainstem ischemic 
lesion in an individual patient may have dangerous 
outcomes such as recurrent stroke and death [17].

 

Furthermore, very small ischemic lesions in the 
brainstem were much better identifiable on thin-
section coronal DWI in comparison to standard axial 
section DWI from the volumetric statistical point. 
Therefore, for the discovery of very small brainstem 
infarctions, thin-section coronal DWI might be of help. 

The current study results showed that 
combined coronal and axial DWI could better 
demonstrate the ischemic lesion of the midbrain in 8 
(80%), of the pons in 56 (93.3%) and the medulla 
oblongata in 28 (93.3%). These values were more 
than that found in Felfeli P et al., [16] study where the 
thin-section coronal DWI was better identified the 
ischemic lesions of the midbrain in 8.6%, of the pons 
in 45.7%, and the medulla oblongata in 45.7%.  

Highly significant association were found 
between the sequence of DWI in the study (thin 
coronal and standard axial sections) and ischemic 
size lesion (P < 0.001).  

The results of this study would clarify the 
opportunity of early identification of brainstem 
ischemia if we added thin-section coronal DWI to the 
stroke MRI protocol. This point is of high clinical 
consequence for two reasons. First, as the diagnosis 
of brainstem infarction is imperfect if based 
exclusively on clinical grounds, this early and clear 
identification of ischemia allows easy differentiation of 
similar clinical syndromes. Second, quick detection of 
brainstem infarction could be a significant clue to a 
basilar thrombosis at an early stage that would 
manipulate additional therapeutic management.  

Two main limitations associated with this 
study. First, this is a single institutional study. Second, 
a consensus reading instead of following up was the 
main determinant of the acute ischemic lesions.  

In conclusion, the combination of both coronal 
and axial DWI section can be done from 2 points of 
views. First, the further information which can achieve 
by adding thin-section coronal DWI sequence is 
additive value especially when some of the lesions 
cannot be seen by standard axial section DWI 
sequence in the presence of strong clinical suspicion. 
Second, according to statistical analysis, the detection 
rate is superior in combined standard axial and thin 
section coronal DWI sequence, but using coronal thin-
section DWI would be more useful from the volumetric 

point of analysis. Accordingly, we advise the inclusion 
of thin-section coronal DWI sequence in standard 
stroke MRI protocols for patients with suspected 
stroke in the posterior fossa, because this 
combination can probably facilitate the discovery of 
brainstem infarction.  
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